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Abstract 
 
The weakest link in the systems engineering lifecycle is often the connection between what the users need and what 
the system developers think the users need, together with reaching a shared understanding of the operational 
environment and associated constraints and dependencies.  The current system development environment calls for 
user needs to be specified in a Concept of Operations (CONOPS), which provides a foundation of future system 
capabilities and describes typical scenarios that it will encounter.  Given the size and complexity of today’s systems, 
CONOPS development can take considerable time and effort, which can cause the results to be incomplete and 
insufficient.  This introduces misunderstanding and miscommunication early in the Systems Engineering lifecycle.  
This paper proposes a method allowing stakeholders to express their needs through a model-based approach to 
creating a graphical CONOPS leveraging gaming technology.  The resulting CONOPS would provide system 
developers with direct access to the needs of stakeholders, and would enable the creation of Model Based System 
Engineering artifacts early in the development lifecycle.  Current research and development efforts, interim findings, 
initial impressions gained from user feedback and recommendations are described, as well as the impacts of 
introducing immersive environments to help stakeholders reach a common mental model. 
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1. Introduction 
A fundamental question for the design and development of any product is “How will the end user interact with the 
system?”  Understanding how a product will be utilized gives developers a roadmap for both functional and non-
functional characteristics of a future system, providing the information necessary to develop products that will be 
successful with customers and consumers.  Taking a broader view, the product being developed not only has to 
satisfy the user’s needs, but also needs to satisfy the needs of anyone who will interact with it while in operation, 
such as maintainers, testers, salespeople, etc., who are referred to as stakeholders.   Typically, stakeholders have 
divergent priorities and interests in a product.  Techniques currently used to solicit needs from stakeholders prior to 
system design often lead to a gap between what the users need and what the system developers think the users need.  
This research is aimed at reducing the size and impact of such a gap through the use of a 3D visualization and 
modeling tool.  The remainder of this paper will describe a number of current methods for stakeholder elicitation 
and involvement in pre-design development, lays forth the concept of producing a graphical Concept of Operations 
(CONOPS), and discusses the development of the Concept Engineering System (CES).  Finally, interim findings 
and early test user feedback are presented, as well as future research goals. 
 
2. Current Practice  
 
2.1 Model Based Systems Engineering 
A broad area of relevance for this research is Model Based System Engineering (MBSE).  MBSE can be defined as 
“the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and 
validation, beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later life cycle 
Phases” [1].  MBSE research has been aimed at converting a typically document-driven development lifecycle to 
one driven by the development and maintenance of models.  One of the challenges presented to the MBSE 
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community has been the integration of MBSE methods, processes and tools across the full system development 
lifecycle [1]. While the systems engineering community and tool vendors have advanced MBSE practice and tools 
for system architecting and design phases, little has been researched or developed in terms of the pre-design phase 
MBSE.  Due to the shortcomings of the current pre-design processes described below, and in an attempt to spread 
the model-based paradigm across early system development activities, this paper puts forth a tool that will enable 
stakeholders and developers to create models of user needs, stakeholder requirements and early system conceptual 
design.  This type of tool would allow system engineers to start off system development by producing models which 
could be reused in MBSE processes later in the development lifecycle, through standard modeling languages such as 
UML/SysML.   
 
2.2 Concept of Operations  
A CONOPS is a document describing the characteristics of a system to be developed from the viewpoint of its future 
users. It is used to communicate system characteristics to all stakeholders and serve as a basis for stakeholder 
discussions. The CONOPS can help reach a “meeting of the minds” between stakeholders and developers prior to 
the requirements process. It often conveys a clearer statement of intent than the requirements themselves [2].  While 
the benefit of a properly written CONOPS is clear, CONOPS today are typically produced to fulfill contracting 
requirements and conform poorly to the standards set forth by organizations such as the Department of Defense 
(D0D), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (AIAA) [2, 3].  The resulting documents are lengthy, incomplete, static and rarely referenced and 
updated during development, therefore providing little value to system development.  A more detailed account of the 
shortcomings of current CONOPS development methods and artifacts can be found in [2-4]. 
 
Development of a graphical model-based CONOPS for conveying stakeholder needs and requirements would 
improve existing CONOPS techniques and represents a major advancement in establishing an integrated modeling 
approach to systems engineering.  A nontechnical method and tool to capture user needs directly would lead to a 
model-centric approach to requirements definition. Model-based CONOPS could then be imported by system 
architects at system design time to provide a better understanding of the needs of the users and to give them a 
“starting” point for designing a system.  Through development of a graphical CONOPS, this research contributes to 
the introduction of MBSE earlier in the system and product development lifecycles.   
 
2.3 Concept Engineering 
In the defense industry, the importance of collecting and documenting a clear set of customer needs has been well 
documented.  As such, DoD Instruction Number 5000.2 requires a list of activities to be conducted prior to 
technology and system development [5].  These activities have been collectively labeled Concept Engineering, 
during which developers “rapidly elucidate the need, explore solutions, develop CONOPS, and derive requirements 
for materiel solutions” [6]. A major output of Concept Engineering is a CONOPS, as described above. Additional 
Concept Engineering activities include the exploration, refinement, and evaluation of system concepts.  Through 
these processes, concepts are developed to meet the needs of users.  Using various modeling and simulation 
techniques, system concepts are analyzed, leading to the selection of a preferred concept for development.   
 
In the industrial engineering literature, one can find similar discussions pointing to the importance of properly 
assessing the needs of future users to achieve successful industrial product development [7-9]. In a comprehensive 
study of 252 new product releases, Cooper and Kleinschmidt identified the “understanding of users’ needs, wants 
and preferences” as one of seven factors fundamental to new product success[10].  Moreover, it has been observed 
that a higher rate of success is encountered by products which originated from the customer over those from R&D, 
suppliers and managers [11]. Despite the importance of understanding user needs, there is no predominant industrial 
engineering process in place to ensure documentation and understanding of user needs or for concept development 
and evaluation. Some common tools used today in industrial engineering for Concept Engineering and stakeholder 
need elicitation include quality functional deployment [12], analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [13], hierarchical 
process modeling (HPM) [14] and, most commonly, interviews and focus groups [7], as well as techniques 
developed in the field of Requirements Management [15]. 
 
These techniques are paper driven and imprecise, as determination of actual user needs can be subjective, both when 
collected, as well as when documented and recounted during development.  Attempts have been made towards 
computer-based methods of stakeholder need elicitation [8, 9] but these are typically focused on knowledge 
databases and the automation of existing document driven methods, such as AHP.  True virtual design has been a 
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well explored area for customer engagement during product development [16, 17], however, these studies typically 
deal with mature designs that are undergoing customization or variant development and have not produced viable 
tools to advance the practice of customer need elicitation.  Existing stakeholder needs elicitation techniques require 
intervention by technically advanced developers, who take on the role of documenting the needs that users verbalize 
to them. This is a less than ideal situation, given the potential for bias and misunderstanding to skew the needs of the 
users, resulting in a product being developed that the customer does not want.   
 
Shortcomings of the existing methods for customer need elicitation in industrial engineering development provide 
an opportunity for a tool that would foster collaboration between stakeholders and developers to reach a shared 
mental model of future system capabilities and features.  It is the belief of these authors that a system being 
developed to capture user needs via a graphical CONOPS would fit the Concept Engineering needs of both 
industrial and systems engineers.  The creation of such a graphical CONOPS tool could also lay the groundwork for 
analysis of alternatives, concept development and concept evaluation. 
 
3. Concept Engineering System 
An approach that seeks to improve the level of stakeholder participation is the utilization of visualization and 
gaming technologies to create an immersive environment.  Such an immersive environment would present an arena 
in which the future user of a system can construct a model describing the needs and priorities of stakeholders, 
allowing stakeholders and developers to reach a shared mental model of how the system should be developed.  This 
approach rests on two major areas of research and development.  The Stakeholder-Assisted Agile CONOPS Process 
will be used to guide stakeholder interaction during concept engineering.  The process is beyond the scope of this 
paper, and more information is available in [18].  The Concept Engineering System (CES) is a software tool 
currently being developed by the System Engineering Research Center (SERC) to enable collaboration between 
stakeholders and developers to create a graphical and data model of stakeholder needs and proposed product 
concepts early in the development lifecycle.  A brief overview of CES is provided below, followed by interim 
findings and feedback collected through early testing with a sample group of users.  More information about CES 
can be obtained from [2, 19, 20]. 
 
The core principle of CES is that all scenarios that a system and its users will experience can be described in terms 
of simple building blocks.  These building blocks, referred to as primitives, are made up of the objects of a scenario 
(nouns) and their attributes (verbs and properties).  For example, a scenario describing manufacturing equipment 
could include the following primitives:  
 

Table 1: Possible primitives describing manufacturing equipment 
Nouns Verbs Properties 

machine, users, raw 
materials 

user/machinery actions and 
reactions 

throughput, dimensions, power 
usage, efficiency, MTBF, MTTR 

 
These basic primitives can be linked or grouped together to describe how a user could interact with manufacturing 
equipment.  CES provides system stakeholders with an immersive environment in which they can drag and drop and 
connect and disconnect graphical representations of these primitives to form a 3D storyboard describing how the 
user interacts with a system.  This storyboard essentially amounts to a graphical CONOPS.  Because the graphical 
CONOPS is made up of primitives that are created, stored and provided to stakeholders using an object-oriented 
approach, the storyboard also provides a model of interactions between users and future systems. 
 
A conceptual architecture for CES is displayed in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Concept Engineering System Conceptual Architecture 
 
Major subsystems include: 

• Concept Generator - user interface enabling the creation of the graphical CONOPS  
• Primitive, Scenario and Scenario Fragment Databases - storing primitives; promoting their reuse; storing 

graphically created scenarios as models 
• Primitive Creator – new primitive creation; attribute and 3D visualizations association 
• Report Generator – automatic CONOPS document creation to fulfill current contracting requirements 
• Concept Playback – allowing development and display of animations reflecting the scenarios 

 
Currently a prototype of CES is in development, with its first external release having occurred in December 2011.  
This prototype was meant to serve as a limited functionality proof of concept and was distributed to possible end 
users for initial testing, which will be discussed in the next section. 
 
4. Interim Findings and User Feedback 
 
4.1 Development Environment 
One of the challenges of developing a tool for direct stakeholder interaction in the systems engineering process is 
creating software to enable non-technical, non-computer savvy stakeholders to participate in concept definition and 
CONOPS creation.  With advancements in physics-based simulation, computer graphics and artificial intelligence, 
software developers are starting to produce games that are assisting researchers in solving real world problems.    
Second Life, a 3D immersive world, was originally conceived as a Massively Multiplayer Role Playing Game 
(MMORPG), but has evolved to be used across many industries for real world research [21].  In 2011, researchers at 
the University of Washington posed a challenge to game players to help unravel a mystery in the structure of a 
protein sequence related to HIV/AIDS.  Using Foldit, a game developed for building protein structures, gamers were 
able to solve a problem that had been plaguing researchers for years.  Players were able to view and manipulate the 
protein structure in 3D space, a capability that was under developed in the tools of geneticists [22]. This 
manipulation of 3D structure allowed non-technical individuals to solve very complex technical problems.   These 
examples and additional documented benefits of using games to solve real world problems [23, 24] point to game 
engines as a future  development environment for systems engineering methods, processes and tools.  As a result, 
development of a CES prototype has leveraged gaming technologies and development environments.  Unity, a 
popular 3D game development engine, provides the basic development environment for CES.  Unity is a game 
authoring and execution environment that makes use of multiple programming languages and an integrated 
graphical interface to produce and test games that can be deployed across multiple platforms.   
 
4.2 Concept Engineering System Screenshots 
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the CES prototype user interface distributed to test users. Figure 3 and Figure 4 
provide examples screenshots of scenarios built in the CES prototype. 
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Figure 2: CES prototype User Interface screenshot 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Example CES scenario: Scene 1 
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Figure 4: Example CES scenario: Scene 5 
 
These screenshots demonstrate an important design decision made during CES development.  During an animation 
or movie, it is easy to represent the temporal dimension, as events occur in front of the viewer as a scenario unfolds.  
However, when building a scenario model in CES, representing changes in time and location of events proves to be 
more complicated.  The solution chosen to overcome these difficulties is similar to that used in the movie and 
television production industries, storyboarding.  A storyboard provides graphical representations of the scenes that 
make up a movie and the sequence in which they occur.  As can be seen from Figure 3, the scenario starts with two 
people and two vehicles in a specific location.  In Figure 4, as the scenario plays out, four additional scenes have 
been added to represent different activities taking place at different times in different locations.  Just like movie 
storyboarding, CES allows the modeler to add, move or delete any scene.  Additionally, the user will be able to 
imbed information in the model describing the transition between scenes; the outputs of CES can be used to drive 
the development of an animation to display the system concept. 
 
4.3 User Feedback 
In December 2011, a workshop was conducted in which a group of potential CES users were provided with CES 
prototypes.  The workshop consisted of a brief overview of graphical CONOPS, and a quick walk-through of the 
software capabilities.  Four teams, with an average team size of four people each, were provided a laptop and the 
CES prototype.  The participants were also provided several scenarios outlining various activities related to 
accomplishing a specific mission.  The groups were asked to use the software to graphically model the written 
scenarios.   
 
The groups were imaginative in the use of the software.  Since it was a prototype, some of the functionality was 
limited and this led the users to push the software envelope quite a bit. Some of the observed activities included: 

• re-purposing less mature existing 3-D objects and using them as placeholders in scenarios 
• blurring the lines between what the tool allows users to do vs. what users want to do 
• developing new scenarios, unrelated to the ones originally distributed for testing 

 
The feedback received from the workshop participants fell into three categories; positive aspects, detractors and 
suggestions for future development.  Table 2 recounts some of the feedback collected: 
 

Table 2: CES Tester Feedback 
Positive 

• the graphical representation and immersive environment led to a more realistic 
approach to CONOPS development  

• the idea of links and groupings was applicable for use in the testers’ working 
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environments  
• the immersive environment makes it easier to see anomalies and contradictions, and 

also makes it more enjoyable to visualize the scenario 
Detractors 

• difficulty was encountered specifying links between objects and “intangible objects” 
such as organizations 

• the software at its present level of immaturity did not lend itself to extension into 
other scenarios  

• there was no persistence of objects, since database was not implemented at this 
version 

Suggestions/Observations 
• add a notes section, to allow user annotation  
• provide multiple camera views/perspectives 
• graphically display links, rather than simply listing them 
• filter links and objects, in order to sort and display only those elements of interest 
• drag and drop objects from list 
• provide “stubs” for objects, attributes and links, to enable authors to insert 

placeholders for missing or incomplete information 
• provide animation for scene transition, if applicable 
• physical space is limited, perhaps allow modelers to define their own terrains, maybe 

using real-world mapping interface 
• develop new ontologies and taxonomies for different domains 
• non-graphic concepts will need to be consistently represented in the environment 

 
 
5. Future Work 
Future development of CES will be guided by feedback gathered from early test users.  Major improvements 
planned include: 

• Development of a textual CONOPS generation module – Originally planned for inclusion in the initial 
release, the development team found a number of hurdles related to automatically populating CONOPS 
templates with information contained within a graphical CONOPS model.  Due to defense industry 
contracting requirements, creation of a textual CONOPS remains an important capability for CES, therefore 
textual CONOPS generation methods will remain a focus of future development. 
 

• MBSE Integration – With the goal of applying MBSE methods and processes to Concept Engineering 
activities and CONOPS development, future work will be aimed at integrating CES inputs and outputs with 
existing MBSE tools.  As described above, the typical entry point to MBSE is through system architecting.  
CES would enable system developers to push this entry point to the beginning of system development.  
This provides opportunities to automatically generate MBSE standard models, such as UML and SysML 
Use Case and Activity diagrams, from CES artifacts. 

 
• Animation and Scenario Playback – To help broaden its effectiveness as a visualization and communication 

tool, future releases of CES will seek to include the ability to automatically generate animations describing 
scenarios modeled using the tool, a feature with potential impact in concept verification and validation.     

 
• Analysis Tool Integration – The goal of CES is to supporting Concept Engineering activities beyond 

CONOPS development, therefore future versions will enable the transfer of data from concept models to 
common analysis tools.  Interoperability between CES and analysis software such as Matlab, AnyLogic, 
@Risk, and Excel will allow CES to act as a point of integration for all Concept Engineering data and 
analysis, making it an end-to-end Concept Engineering tool. 

 
This work represents not only a software tool development effort, but also active systems engineering research.  As 
such, future work will include investigation of established research questions.  A primary research question is aimed 
at demonstrating the value of such an immersive environment to enhancing stakeholder involvement and resolving 
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disagreement and in early system development.  One step that will be taken towards this research goal is the 
development of CONOPS and Concept Engineering metrics, which can be used to evaluate the interaction between 
future testers and CES. 
 
Although future work listed above is based on guidance from an existing research partner, the authors are seeking 
additional collaborators and research sponsors to help guide the direction of CES development.  Goals include 
expanding CES functionality and applying it to a variety of scenarios, industries and domains. Interested parties 
should contact the corresponding author at the address listed above. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In both defense and commercial systems produced today, a common cause of failure is recognized to be the 
miscommunication of stakeholder needs to system developers.  Current stakeholder need elicitation methods used by 
systems and industrial engineers during Concept Engineering are document-based, and subject to imprecise 
language, misunderstanding and bias.   A popular artifact of Concept Engineering is the CONOPS, which describes 
how a user will interact with the system to be developed. This research aims to investigate the effectiveness of using 
a 3D immersive environment to create a model-based graphical CONOPS.  By moving towards a graphics-based 
CONOPS, it is believed that system users will be able to directly present their needs to developers through an 
unambiguous, unbiased model. This model could then be utilized by MBSE practitioners as an input to MBSE 
activities later in the development lifecycle.  
 
To carry out this research, a prototype of the Concept Engineering System has been developed to enable non-
technical users to create a graphical CONOPS and an underlying model of stakeholder needs.  Feedback from a 
group of early testers has shown that the graphical, model-based approach is applicable to the needs of system 
engineers during early system development, and the tool has potential to improve the overall system development 
lifecycle. Some future research and development avenues have evolved from tester feedback, including development 
of metrics related to CONOPS development to reveal the effectiveness of CES.   
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